
Here are the guidelines in using the build for the demo:

1. DEMO EMAIL ACCOUNT

All the automation emails will be sent to demo@saphyte.com

Demo:

1. Open gmail.com
2. Credentials:

Username: demo@saphyte.com
Password: Saphyte@2021

2. DEMO CREDENTIALS

Log in on the demo account using the below credentials:

URL: https://qar-insurance.saphyte.cloud/admin
Username: demo@saphyte.com
Password: Saphyte2021

mailto:demo@saphyte.com
https://qar-insurance.saphyte.cloud/admin


3. CATEGORIZATION

The categorization is based on the insurance products. Please note that Category (Country) and Status (Services) only have validations.
There is no Sub-status.

Pitch: Saphyte adapts to your business processes by providing you with the ability to set custom categories, statuses, and sub-statuses (for
example New, Contacted, Working, Waiting for Response, Not Interested, etc.) for easier categorization of your clients. This can also be
useful for email marketing when you can easily filter your target recipients on a granular level using categories.

Demo: You have to choose the category first before the status will appear.

Categories appear on the header. Refresh the page to update the count of categories.

Note: There are no categories in Companies Tab



4. CLIENT MANAGEMENT

Pitch: Insurance companies cater to both B2C and B2B clients. Saphyte is capable of storing contacts for both customer segments.

Demo:

Leads/Prospects/Customers B2C (Can be automated)

Companies B2B (Can be automated)

Vendors Brokers (Can be automated)

Deals Deals Management (Cannot be automated)

Users Team Management (Can be automated)

Client Objections:

1. Duplicate Management - We can only identify duplicates with an email address. The common question that will come from the client
is “I want to check if there is a duplicate in the name”. The answer to that is that they can make use of the search bar available in the
entities section or the shortcut button to find out if the same client already exists in the database.

2. Notify when a deal has been updated - We can have custom fields inside the deals however, we cannot automate them and set
them as triggers. We can instead notify whenever a deal has been moved to another stage by turning the notifications on for the deals
settings or by checking the updates in the deals activity feed (available in deals and in dashboard).



5. GET A QUOTE

Pitch: Insurance companies usually receive leads from their website. We can automate capture of information from the website into Saphyte
CRM through automation.

Demo:

Landing Page Link: http://qar-insurance.hosted-page.com/get-in-touch

Note: This is an important section to demonstrate to the clients.

a. Fill out the ‘Get A Quote‘ form
b. Create a LEAD and fill out the:

● Name

http://qar-insurance.hosted-page.com/get-in-touch


● Email - make sure to use yopmail.com as the domain. For example name@yopmail.com - this is to execute the workflow for the
onboarding

● Phone - random numbers will do
● Insurance type - Select ‘HEALTH’ insurance by default

c. Refresh the leads page to view the new information captured
d. Show that leads are automatically assigned to manager
e. Show that an automated reminder to call the client appears under the appointment section

mailto:name@yopmail.com


6. AUTOMATE UNDERWRITING REQUEST PROCESS

Pitch: It was clear that there are HUGE amounts of manual processes needed from when a customer enquires about the service to actually
being insured. There are internal and external channels which are involved whether it's the broker (brings in the lead, underwriter, insurer).
Speed is the key for insurers to get the quote out and close the deal.

Demo:

Note: This is an important section to demonstrate to the clients.

Landing Page Link: http://qar-insurance.hosted-page.com/request-for-underwriting-portal

a. This workflow only works when the Request for Underwriting is answered and is only working under PROSPECTS section
b. MUST fill out the following:

● Client Type - You can demo automated B2B (Prospects) or B2C capture (Companies)
● Insurance Type - You can only select HEALTH/MOTOR/LIFE for demo purposes
● Number of Members - This is the main trigger to inform the underwriter that there is a proposal. If it is <250, it goes straight to

the underwriter; it is >250 it goes to the CSC for approval
● Client Name

c. Receive the onboarding email in the Saphyte Demo email account (to demonstrate that there is an automated email going out) or go to
logs>workflow>view execution

http://qar-insurance.hosted-page.com/request-for-underwriting-portal


The automation process is followed after Sehteq’s first few processes:



d. Manual Element that can be automated:
● CSC Approves Business Proposal, fill out the CSC Approval for Underwriting and also the CSC Approval Decline Reason
● Go to the logs>workflow> and click on the sent email so you don’t have to go the Saphyte email every now and then



7. CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION

Pitch: Easily sort your data according to profiles with Saphyte’s custom labels

Demo:

Leads/Prospects/Customers Make use of the categories on the header and the filter section for
custom fields

Companies Categories are not yet available; make use of filter section for
custom fields only

When asked if the categories label (CATEGORY, STATUS, and SUBSTATUS), the answer is yes we can modify the label name.

8. PIPELINES

Demo:

Pipelines are separated according to B2C and B2B. Sales Hierarchy comprises different insurance types.

If the client wants to see the deals of one salesperson, you can filter the deals per owner.



9. NEWSLETTER UNSUBSCRIPTION

Pitch: You can provide your customers with the preference to opt-in or out of your email services through Saphyte’s GDPR Compliance
capabilities. You can filter which clients have unsubscribed to your newsletter and skip to send them any emails.

Demo:

1. Go to lead link https://qar-insurance.saphyte.cloud/crm/leads/600d8959b5e12d15125a7411
2. Go to emails sent
3. Click on the unsubscribe link to redirect to the unsubscribe page

https://qar-insurance.saphyte.cloud/crm/leads/600d8959b5e12d15125a7411


10. MARKETING EMAILS

Pitch:
● We can send an unlimited number of emails from Saphyte.
● We can schedule emails and delay them according to the schedule preferences of the sender

Demo: Show that we are capable of doing drip marketing



11. QUOTES

Objections from client: Create quotations that can have comparisons from different insurance providers. Yes, we can do that!

Demo:

1. Add Quotes from Companies Tab
2. Add different quotes from multiple insurance providers and add the table of benefits by attaching a document to each item. You can add up
to 3 documents to support the quotation.

3. Clients can approve or reject the quote and add comments on the reason for the decision.





Updated with AWNIC Insurance Processes:

As requested, I have already implemented AWNIC's processes in our demo build.

Few things to note:

1. The same process from the previous AWNIC demo build (the one shown in the video) is replicated in our demo build (qar-insurance).

2. Only work on the PROSPECTS TAB when demonstrating this process

3. You only have to work on these two Custom Field sections:
- Customer Profile
- Referral Criteria



3. Selection that triggers an automated response:

Customer Type:
- Corporate Fleets
- Rent-A-Car Company
- High Value Vehicle Request (with UW exceptions)

Disposition (previously labeled Status on the AWNIC video demo):
- Quotes For Revision
- Approved by Supervisor

Quotation Confirmed:
- Yes

Eligible for Referral Criteria:
- Yes
- No


